Membrane potential response of counting neurons to series of sound pulses. From left to right columns correspond to: experiments, the persistent sodium model, the short-term plasticity model and the dendritic NMDA model. Naud et al. BMC Neuroscience 2014, 15(Suppl 1):P113
The ability of animals to count events or objects and its underlying mechanismsincluding the possible existence of a dedicated "number sense"is a topic of much recent fascination and research interest. A simple computation that frogs execute routinely is counting the number of consecutive sound pulses in a conspecific call that occur with precise and regular timing [1] . Cells signaling that a threshold number of pulses have occurred have been found in the midbrain of anurans [2] . These counting cells will not respond if a single inter-pulse interval is a few milliseconds longer than the baseline interval. What intrinsic or network mechanisms can give rise to such pulse/interval counting? Comparing simplified neuron models with previously published in vivo membrane potential recordings [3] , we identify biophysical processes that can explain the observations. First, we consider a model of phasic inhibition made of onset and offset inhibition. Phasic inhibition enhances reset because a longer interval will engender onset and possibly offset inhibition. Second, we consider four mechanisms, namely short-term facilitation of excitation, persistent sodium currents, dendritic NMDA synapses and recurrent connections of cells imbedded in a network. Combining phasic inhibition with either of these mechanisms can qualitatively reproduce the array of recordings for different pulse patternsincluding those with pauses that reset the countingas well as the effect of pharmacologically attenuating inhibition. These results support the hypothesis that prior segmentation of sound via phasic on and off responses underlies the emergence of features such as pulse counting and duration selectivity in the auditory midbrain.
